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Social media is for more than  

marketing
The quality possibilities are only just beginning to be known

Sure, your facility has a Facebook page. And a Twitter feed. Maybe you 
even get a copy of a tweet now and again if someone says something 

about his or her stay that is related to quality. But for the most part, that 
stuff is for marketing, right?

Not so fast. More and more hospitals and other healthcare organizations 
are figuring out ways to harness social media into a quality and safety tool, 
and if you haven’t put your mind to the matter yet, you might want to. It’s 
a powerhouse that’s here to stay and is increasingly the mode of communi-
cation that your clientele want to use to talk to you and about you.

In Springfield, MA, Baystate Medical Center patients were invited to sug-
gest ways to improve care on the hospital Facebook page last spring. Tara 
Lagu, MD, MPH, a research scientist at the Center for Quality of Care 
Research working on the project, says she had seen stories about patients 
in the United Kingdom using the physician review website to comment and 
provide feedback about their healthcare, not just their doctor. “The United 
States doesn’t have a similar national website like the UK’s National Health 
Service, but Facebook is used by an estimated 128 million U.S. adults, 
which might make it an appropriate medium for patients to provide feed-
back to healthcare providers,” she says. “Because of this, it seemed like that 
might be a good place for soliciting patient feedback in order to learn how 
to improve the quality of care that we provide.”

The project is ongoing, but she anticipates that the feedback will be 
good fodder for the hospital to improve care. They are planning a paper to 
describe the comments they got.

Using the Facebook page is just one way Lagu sees of using social media 
for quality purposes. “It could provide an opportunity for patients and pro-
viders to interact in real time,” she says. “There are still barriers that have 
to be overcome for this to happen, though — like privacy rules.” Until that 
happens, such a use might be difficult for hospitals or providers and their 
patients. However, some work-around will undoubtedly take place, per-
haps through private messaging options. 

She says that teaming up with the marketing department — or human 
resources, or whomever is currently making the most of social media in 
your facility — to brainstorm about uses related to patient safety and 
experience, quality of care, and other overarching themes that go beyond 
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branding should be one of the outright goals. “At 
first, it might just be about learning what vari-
ous departments do around social media,” she 
says, “but over time, there may be opportunities 
to conduct experiments similar to what we did 
on Facebook, which can allow examination of 
the potential of social media to help improve care 
quality.”

Felix Greaves, MD, PhD, currently a fellow at 
Harvard School of Public Health, studied the use 
of social media in the UK’s health system before 
hopping across the pond. Two of his studies are 
well known in the field — one looking at social 
media comments to find out about poor quality 
of care,1 and one looking at tweets about hospital 
quality.2 

He says that we are still “at the experimenting 
stage” with the marriage between QI and social 
media. “But there is a lot of promise. It’s already 
good for service recovery and flu outbreaks. But 
we have to learn how to use it for quality and 
safety. We have to figure out what information is 
out there, and most hospitals still view it as some-
thing that is a cultural norm for young people. 
They don’t see it as particularly useful for them.”

In the Twitter study, Greaves and his colleagues 
collected all the tweets sent to the UK’s National 
Health Service hospitals over the course of a year. 
There were about 200,000, about 10% of which 
mentioned quality or safety issues or errors.

“It’s a signal to noise problem,” he says. 
“There is a lot of stuff out there, and you have to 
dig through it to get at what you want.”

What is said is largely positive. There is a lot 
of talk about staff and their interactions with 
patients, the personal relationships they develop 
during a patient stay. But they also mention things 
like, “I’ve been waiting two hours for this test and 
I’m bored,” or “this nurse was rude.” They can be 
of significant value.

“They are different from surveys because these 
patients are self-selecting, and you can’t compare 
measures between hospitals,” he says. “But if you 
want to use Twitter to find examples of good and 
bad care, it’s got great potential.”

It sounds like a lot of work, and perhaps right 
now it is — although there are certainly tools out 
there to help you search tweets to narrow your 
investigation, and that will likely increase and 
improve over time. But Greaves says regardless, 
“you don’t want to have your head in the sand 
about this. This is happening now and increasing, 
whether you are on board or not.”

Most hospitals aren’t getting more than a half 
dozen tweets about them per month. But you 
have to have an eye out for those. And if you have 
communications staff handling quality and safety 
issues, it will ring false with your constituency. 
So like Lagu, he recommends getting together 
with the people who are now handling Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram and whatever other social 
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media interests your facility is aligned with.
“This doesn’t have to be some onerous task,” 

he says. “Take the time to learn about what’s 
going on. Think of this as another potential tool 
in your kit. It won’t replace surveys, but it will 
give you another sense of patient experience.”

In Las Vegas, Dignity Health is already using 
social media to improve patient feedback, says 
Maggie Rafferty, RN, MHA, MBA, DHA, chief 
experience officer for the system. She wrote a 
paper on the use of social media as an adjunct to 
patient satisfaction surveys that appeared in Nurse 
Leader in June.3

The quantity of tweets, blog posts, and other 
feedback from these less than traditional areas 
is increasing but is still relatively small, she says. 
Some of her peers don’t even have it on their 
radar. “But we are undoubtedly at the beginning 
of something,” she says. Indeed, this isn’t even the 
first study she’s done on the topic in this calendar 
year. “Earlier this year, I worked on a study look-
ing at medical tourism and online narratives of 
people who travelled overseas and did an analysis 
of the feedback on quality and service they gave 
through those mechanisms.”

She shares the burden of collecting, collating, 
and evaluating the data that comes through social 
media with the marketing team. “They monitor 
the blog and Facebook, and we track and trend 
the data,” she explains.

Soon, there will be some ability to get real-time 
data — through an in-room keyboard that will 
give patients triggers to comment at particular 
times of day, Rafferty says. The rationale was to 
provide a way to give staff recognition — through 
awards for nurses and for non-nursing staff. But 
other information, such as how the room is, if it’s 
too warm or too cold, if the meal is good or bad 
or late or cold — can also be triggered by a timely 
question or two. 

That information will go automatically to the 
nurse manager through a pager system so that any 
problems can be dealt with promptly, she says. 

“There isn’t going to be a choice but to use 
social media,” she says. “Our customers are using 
it to make buying decisions for products like 
refrigerators and cars. And they are already read-
ing about us on Yelp and Angie’s List. This is here 
to stay. And this isn’t telling your family at a bar-
beque about your experience, but your 500 closest 
virtual friends. This isn’t a private Facebook mes-
sage, but something on a public page for anyone 
to see.”

When a comment comes in, the response is 
as near instant as sleep and weekends off allow. 
Problems are addressed, thanks for kind words 
are effusive. And Rafferty says patients should 
be made to feel what they are doing isn’t just 
welcome but a good thing. They have a way to 
instantly make a difference, not just in their own 
care, but potentially in the care of other people 
who come after them. “We don’t have to wait 
weeks or months for a survey to come back to see 
a comment,” she says, “and they don’t have to 
wait to see us fix a problem.”

And one more thing that social media provides: 
a great list of potential candidates to be involved 
in other initiatives that demand patient and family 
input. As patient and family involvement becomes 
de rigeur, it becomes more important to identify 
people in the community with an interest in mak-
ing sure the care people receive is of the best qual-
ity. The ones who send a tweet? They care. The 
ones who comment? They are those candidates, 
she says.

Occasionally, Rafferty says, they will get a 
story through social media that is really amazing 
or touching, and they will contact that patient or 
family member and bring that person in to record 
the story so that it can be shared with the staff 
and board. “Those things are impactful for us. 
For us, social media information means we can be 
much more responsive, and the patients and the 
staff both have the opportunity to see that.”

Sit down with your marketing folks and ask 
for a quick tutorial in Twitter if you don’t know 
about it already. Get a Facebook and Instagram 
lesson. Then educate your team. It’s possible one 
or more of them already knows the ins and outs. 
Use that talent. 

Figure out what platform works for you — 
there are many that allow you to sort tweets, says 
Rafferty. Some platforms will grab all the tweets 
and drop them into an email box. Other will 
troll through all social media — Yelp, Facebook, 
etc., and look for mentions. She explains again 
that marketing people are a great first stop for 
information on what you are currently using to 
monitor chatter and what might be good for the 
quality department to use as a tool to manage any 
information that comes up related to safety and 
quality.

Treat what comes through as if it were any 
other kind of praise or complaint. Write them up 
exactly the same way, and treat them with the 
same degree of gravitas. Just because it comes 
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through on the ether and is spelled in textese 
doesn’t mean you don’t take it seriously, Rafferty 
says. 

“We really are in the infancy of all this, and 
there is a lot more work to do,” she says. “As con-
sumers are increasingly using social media, we will 
have to be, too.”

For more information on this topic, contact:
• Tara Lagu, MD, MPH, Research Scientist, 

Center for Quality of Care Research, Baystate 
Medical Center, Assistant Professor, Tufts 
University School of Medicine, Springfield, MA. 
Telephone: (413) 794-7688.

• Felix Greaves, MD, Ph.D., Fellow, Harvard 
School of Public Health, Cambridge, MA. Email: 
fgreaves@hsph.harvard.edu.

• Maggie Rafferty, RN, MHA, MBA, DHA, 
Chief Experience Officer, Dignity Health 
Nevada, Las Vegas, NV. Email: Kamilah.Word@
DignityHealth.org.
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Measuring patient  

experience
How do you measure how they feel?

For the longest time, patient experience was sim-
ply measured with a patient satisfaction survey. 

But we know now that that’s not enough to cap-
ture the complexity of patient experience in a typi-
cal hospital stay. So what do you do? 

It turns out there are a number of ways to fig-
ure out what a patient goes through, and a recent 
study by a research scientist at the VA looked at 
some of the options out there in the hopes that 
organizations will help to figure out what com-
bination works best in determining something as 
ephemeral as patient experience.

The study, led by Sherri LaVela, PhD, MPH, 
MBA, who is also an assistant professor at the 

Feinberg School of Medicine at the University of 
Chicago, was published in the Journal of Patient 
Experience in June (http://pxjournal.org/cgi/
viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=journal). 
It noted that patient-reported measures are prob-
lematic in that they are not objective. So what do 
you do? Potential measurements involve patient 
care mapping, patient observation, ethnographic 
studies and patient shadowing programs, mystery 
shopping, rounding, and videotaping encounters.

Many of the answers of what to do are time-
consuming or intrusive or both. Others are 
expensive. But some combination of objective and 
subjective measurement will undoubtedly have 
to be created to get to some accurate measure of 
patient experience, the article notes. 

Other issues of concern are when to measure — 
when the patient is in the midst of the encounter 
or when it’s over? And if it’s over, how long after-
ward?

“There just is no agreed way to measure it right 
now,” LaVela says. “We need some operational 
definition.” The key point is that it’s more than 
patient satisfaction, which is still often used inter-
changeably with patient experience as a term. 
“Even in the literature search, we found that they 
used them that way.”

The other thing to note is that what matters to 
the patient is what’s important — which means 
that the measurement may be a moving target, she 
says.

Hopefully, there will be a point in the future 
when many of these options have been tried, and 
they can be correlated to key outcomes measures, 
LaVela says. Maybe there will be one set of actions 
that together come up with both a good measure-
ment for patient experience, as well as a good sub-
jective outcome for the patient.

“The idea of tying patient experience to clinical 
outcomes is complex,” she says. “You can have 
excellent patient experience, great interactions 
and shared decision-making, and your cancer can 
still be worse. I think for all facilities to be on the 
same page with measuring patient experience, they 
must understand the true concept of the entirety of 
experience, the personal situation of the patient, 
the patient’s perception of the entire healthcare 
experience.”

Some of the methodologies that LaVela talks 
about in her paper — photovoice, guided tours — 
are participatory and help get to the patient voice. 
“They get a chance to be stakeholders in their own 
care,” she says. That can provide actionable data, 
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too, that goes right back to the quality department 
so that changes can be made. It can be done with 
patients, and also with staff members as if they 
were patients. LaVela says they have incorporated 
it into rounds every month to see if things are as 
they should be from the patient perspective.

If some methods seem too expensive to do all 
the time, remember, she says, the startup costs are 
one time only. You buy the video equipment once 
and continue to use it for years. Tours can take as 
little as a half hour. Provide a tape recorder to the 
“tourist” so that they can ask questions and make 
comments for later consideration and answer, she 
suggests.

Regardless of what methods you choose to use 
to measure patient experience, the most important 
thing is that you elicit feedback in an unprescribed 
way. “Let them tell you what matters most to 
them in an experience, rather than you using pre-
determined questions in a constrained manner,” 
says LaVela.

It’s important for large organizations to get on 
board with a move away from just patient satisfac-
tion surveys, she says, to a place where they under-
stand that patient experience is more than that. 
To different patients it means different things, and 
sometimes, the things that are meaningful to one 
person can be at odds with each other — a same-
day appointment and seeing my regular provider, 
for instance. But one of them is more important 
on a given day. That’s what you have to find out, 
LaVela says. 

For more information on this topic, contact 
Sherri LaVela, PhD, MPH, MBA, Assistant 
Professor, Feinberg School of Medicine, University 
of Chicago, Chicago, IL. Email: sherri.lavela@
va.gov.  n

Recognizing fatigue as a 
safety hazard
Healthcare lags in related regs and procedures

If you knew the person piloting your plane had 
been up for the last 20 hours, working non-
stop, would you feel safe having him fly you 

across the country? Would you feel safe having 
him drive you across town? Probably not. But we 
let doctors who have been up for tens of hours on 
end diagnose illness, perform surgeries, and make 
decisions that could be the very death of us.

Despite that, there are virtually no regulations 
related to physicians, nurses and other allied 
health professionals concerning determining the 
level of fatigue one has, or training the providers 
to deal with it or recognize when it is debilitating. 

But fatigue is an issue of concern — The 
Joint Commission wrote a book about it (http://
www.amazon.com/Strategies-Addressing-
Health-Worker-Fatigue/dp/1599402297/ref
=sr_1_7?ie=UTF8&qid=1405074174&sr=8-
7&keywords=fatigue+countermeasures) in 2008. 

Ask physicians, and many will tell you it’s per-
fectly safe, because a tired doc is better than mul-
tiple hand-offs. “Every other dangerous industry 
has stringent regulations for managing fatigue,” 
says Steve Harden, chairman and CEO of Life 
Wings, a Tennessee-based health care consultancy 
that has helped hospitals deal with issues related 
to fatigue among providers. “Transportation, avi-
ation, nuclear power — they all have those regu-
lations. But in medicine, the options you have 
are either a tired doc or a handoff. As a patient, 
I think those are two bad options. You are tell-
ing patients they don’t have the right to an aware 
physician with all the relevant information.”

There is plenty of science behind the deterio-
ration of performance as one grows more tired, 
Harden says. “Doctors will tell you that fatigue 
doesn’t affect them like others, that they are 
taught how to handle it, that fatigue has been 
designed out of healthcare.”

When he hears that, he suggests that they 
create a study in which patients are randomly 
assigned to either a fresh surgeon or one who has 
been up all night and then check the outcomes. 
But the physicians always tell him that such a 
study would be unethical, that to put a patient 
knowingly in the hands of a doctor who wasn’t 
fresh as a daisy wouldn’t pass muster with the 
institutional review boards. Which proves his 
point that doctors really are human, and some-
where deep down, they recognize that fatigue is a 
problem, even for them.

So you know it’s a problem, but how much? 
Harden says you can do anonymous surveys or 
use tools from other industries to determine just 
how prevalent the problem is at your facility. 
Harden, who has a part-time job as a pilot (it 
used to be his full-time job until his consulting 
took off), says the company he flies for uses tests 
out of NASA to determine error rates on tests 
after certain kinds of shifts — overnight shifts, 
those that cross multiple time zones, those that 
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are done by midnight — and apps that detect 
instances of micro-sleep. 

Having a cohort of providers from each kind of 
shift take equivalent tests might be a good way to 
see if there was a particular kind of shift that pro-
duced markedly more symptoms of fatigue. 

Pilots are also asked to self-track, noting when 
they eat, sleep, feel tired, and when they see them-
selves making errors. Harden says this too is a 
good way to track the impact of different shifts 
on different providers. Even if the information 
isn’t collected, it’s a good way for individuals to 
be aware of their own responses, he says.

The importance of measurement

“Measuring it is important because this is a cul-
ture of science,” he says. “They want evidence. So 
to create a case for change, you have to show them 
the burning platform. Figure out the scope of the 
problem and show it to them.”

If they balk at letting you measure the problem, 
don’t let that delay action, Harden advises. There 
is plenty of evidence that fatigue is bad for safety, 
so use that as a starting point. 

After that, start with fatigue countermeasures 
training. What fatigue does to the body is well 
known. NASA, among other organizations, has 
spent a long time looking at the effect of long duty 
periods and the disruption of circadian rhythms, 
says Harden. What you eat and drink and when 
you do so, when you exercise and how much and 
what kind of exercise you do — those things can 
have an impact on how fatigue works on your 
body.

If you are working “the back side of the clock” 
— or when you would normally be asleep — you 
should avoid foods like milk and turkey, which 
have compounds in them that promote sleep. If 
you have a cup of coffee, time it for 30 minutes 
before you want peak alertness. (See box with 10 
countermeasures you can suggest to staff, right.)

Make sure your providers are prepared to 
both hear and speak truth to peers about fatigue. 
Harden says they need to be able to tell someone 
that they are tired and want to be watched closely. 
“To refuse to say something like that because it 
makes you look bad is unprofessional,” he says. 
“You would never see anything like that in the 
cockpit. If we are tired, we ask for that extra set 
of eyes. If we are asked, we provide it without 
judgment.”

It can be an uphill battle with some physicians, 

Harden says, but one that is vital to patient safety. 
Getting everyone to acknowledge that fatigue is an 
issue for anyone who works long hours is prob-
ably the hardest part. Once they are on board, you 
can more easily get them to buy into the counter-
measures training, and to contingency planning for 
when there is a situation where fatigued staff are 
needed to work regardless of their lack of sleep. 
Make it worth their while by creating a program 
that meets CE requirements for those who need it. 

“The goal is to detect the effect and trap it 
before an error becomes harm,” he says.

For more information on this topic contact 
Steve Harden, Chairman and CEO, Life Wings, 
Collierville, TN. Email: sharden@saferpatients.
com  n

10 Fatigue 
Countermeasures

Here are ten fatigue countermeasures you 
can suggest to staff, according to Steve Harden, 
chairman and CEO of Life Wings, a Tennessee-
based health care consultancy:

1. Have a room to rest in available for pro-
viders on the night shift. Recliners and a dark 
quiet place to shut their eyes for 25 minutes can 
make a world of difference in performance of 
complex tasks.

2. Stay away from complex carbs, milk prod-
ucts, and big slabs of turkey. All of these foods 
can have a dulling effect.

3. Caffeine is at its peak 30 minutes after 
drinking. Imbibe accordingly.

4. Avoid caffeine and alcohol before sleep.
5. Make sure the quality of your sleep is 

good before you have a long shift.
6. If you need a nap, make it a short one — 

45 minutes or less — to avoid grogginess.
7. If you do take a long nap, make it 2 hours 

so you complete a full sleep cycle.
8. Make sure you get adequate protein with 

your meals, and skip the sugary snacks: The 
energy rush will be followed by a crash.

9. Keep hydrated. Not getting enough to 
drink can exacerbate fatigue.

10. Exercising between 12:30 a.m. and 2 
a.m. can improve mental alertness on overnight 
shifts with minimal impact on the ability to fall 
asleep in the morning.  n
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Injection practices on 
the safety radar again
Recent studies indicate continued focus needed

You might think that how you get a tetanus 
booster or flu shot or how someone gets che-

motherapy is settled enough practice that health-
care providers don’t need to be harped on about 
how to do it right. After all, it’s been more than 
30 years since the AIDS crisis began to change the 
way needles, syringes, and other injection para-
phernalia were used. And yet there are still out-
breaks of infection due to poor injection practices 
recorded, alerts issued by organizations like The 
Joint Commission on safe practices, and multi-
state efforts to reinforce just what constitutes safe 
injection practices. 

What is it that isn’t happening the right way? 
What is going wrong?

According to the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC), since 2001, there have 
been at least 49 outbreaks of disease due to 
mishandling of injectable medical products — 
19 since 2007. That statistic was mentioned 
in a sentinel event alert released by The Joint 
Commission in June, Preventing Infection from 
the Misuse of Vials (http://www.jointcommission.
org/assets/1/6/SEA_52.pdf). 

It’s not just one or two bad apples or poorly 
trained individuals, but a significant enough 
minority to cause concern: One provider survey1 
found that 6% of the nearly 5,500 respondents 
admitted to sometimes or always using single-
dose or single-use vials for multiple patients; 
15% said they had used the same syringe to re-
enter a multiple-use vial numerous times for the 
same patient, and of that 15%, 6.5% reported 
saving vials for another patient. Of the respon-
dents who said they reused a syringe to get an 
additional dose from a multidose vial and leave 
it for use on another patient, half were from the 
hospital setting.

The alert speculates that people are trying to 
eliminate waste or save money by reusing syringes 
and making sure all of the medication in even a 
single-use vial is used, but the potential danger 
is real. Most of those types of vials don’t contain 
preservatives, which can increase the risk of bac-
terial contamination, the alert notes.

In a May 2013 issue of Morbidity and 
Mortality Weekly Report from the CDC, a grand 

rounds report on preventing unsafe injection 
practices,2 the authors note that along with the 
patients harmed by an outbreak, there can be 
many other patients who are contacted during the 
investigations and go through worry and testing 
before being declared healthy.

“In its simplest form, we are still talking 
about this due to human error,” says Evelyn 
V. McKnight, AuD, president of Hepatitis 
Outbreaks National Organization for Reform 
(HONOReform) in Fremont, NE. “There may be 
knowledge gaps, with providers being unaware 
that disease transmission may occur if the needle 
is changed but not the syringe.”

The typical hospital is a very busy place, and 
providers are stretched thin, coping with time 
pressures, she says. They may develop shortcuts 
that are not safe. And while colleagues may see 
these practices and know they aren’t right, they 
may be afraid to confront them, or are “in denial 
that it could happen in their institution or cause 
harm.”

Issues change over time, too. While needles 
were the big issue 40 years ago, now it’s vials, 
syringes, IV tubing and other equipment that is 
intended to be used just once, McKnight says. 
“We have seen a number of patient notifications 
because insulin pens were reused on multiple 
patients,” she says. “The insulin pen, which the 
One and Only Campaign [for injection safety — 
http://www.oneandonlycampaign.org/] materi-
als make clear, is intended for one patient only. 
Regrettably, there have been several outbreaks 
related to drug diversion, in which a hepatitis C 
positive provider took a loaded fentanyl syringe 
from the controlled substance area, injected him 
or herself, refilled the syringe with saline and 
returned the syringe to the controlled substance 
area. Currently, HONOReform is active in the 
national work on drug diversion prevention. It 
makes sense that we seem to be gathering around 
prevention of diverted injectables, first.”

This isn’t something to sit back on your lau-
rels about, McKnight says. There are plenty of 
great resources to read up on, make available 
to your providers, and use as guidelines for QI 
projects. McKnight recommends the CDC’s 
injection safety page at http://www.cdc.gov/
injectionsafety/, particularly its guideline for 
isolation precautions for preventing transmis-
sion of infectious agents in healthcare settings 
(Guideline for Isolation Precautions: Preventing 
Transmission of Infectious Agents in Healthcare 
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Settings 2007 [PDF - 3.80 MB]), and the One 
and Only Campaign.

While it would be ideal to know how many 
infections these efforts have prevented, McKnight 
says she’s happy enough to know that people use 
the materials.

Mary Beth Wenger, a communication specialist 
with the One and Only Campaign in New York 
state says even with all the attention, there is 
obviously still work to do. “We send out a weekly 
digest of events where there have been transmis-
sions or suspected transmissions of disease due to 
lapses in safe practices,” she says. 

Her sense is that there is probably a lack of 
training. For older nurses who have done things 
a certain way for decades, learning to use items 
once that previously were used over and over 
again can be difficult — there is almost a muscle 
memory to unlearn. For others, it’s the idea of 
waste that is untenable, Wegner notes.

In some cases, you may suspect that patient 
harm came about because of an unsafe injection 
practice, but you can’t be sure, Wenger notes. 
“Maybe someone was a drug user and contracted 
hepatitis that way,” she says. That can make 
it hard to direct remediation programs. If you 
aren’t sure there is a problem, how do you craft a 
solution?

Some of the information available from The 
One and Only Campaign is good for continuing 
education credits, Wenger notes. There are also 
posters and other promotional materials available 
to help spread the word. “Don’t assume everyone 
is doing the right thing all the time,” she says. 
“Do an in-service on this. Spread the word. In 
this case, it’s always good to be cautious.”

For more information on this topic contact:
• Evelyn V. McKnight, AuD, President, 

Hepatitis Outbreaks National Organization for 
Reform, Fremont, NE. Telephone: (402) 708-
7951.

• Mary Beth Wenger, Health Communications 
Specialist, New York State Department of Health, 
Albany, NY. Email: marybeth.wenger@health.
ny.gov.
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More prospective award 
recipients announced
HHS announces round two

More than $350 million is up for grabs for 
health care organizations aiming to create 

innovative care models that provide better care 
for less money, and in early July, the Department 
of Health and Human Services announced the lat-
est round of prospective recipients.

They included several hospitals with ideas 
that make transitions seamless, unplanned read-
missions needless, or care in remote areas more 
accessible. Awards range from $2 million to $24 
million and will be distributed over three years. 
Final notices for awardees will be sent later this 
year. (For more details on the project, visit http://
innovation.cms.gov/initiatives/Health-Care-
Innovation-Awards/Round-2.html.)

The prospective awardee programs include 
the following: 

• Boston Medical Center — $6.1 million. 
The project “will test a Collaborative Care 
Coordination and Consultative Model for 
Complex Kids” that “pairs Complex Care 
Nurse Care Coordinators and Pediatricians...
with pediatricians in the community to enhance 
and improve the care delivered to children with 
medical complexity in local medical home-like 
settings,” according to CMS.

• Catholic Health Initiatives Iowa Corp., 
DBA Mercy Medical Center Des Moines — 
$10.2 million. Testing “a model to transition 
a network of rural critical access hospitals to 
value-based care through improved chronic dis-
ease management, increased clinical-community 
integration and ‘lean’ process improvement ini-
tiatives,” according to CMS.

• Detroit Medical Center, Vanguard Health 
Systems — $10 million. Testing a proposal 
“that would make primary care immediately 
available to individuals who arrive at 4 major 
inner city Emergency Departments for non-
urgent care by establishing adjacent patient-cen-
tered medical home clinics. The initial focus will 
be on improving the care provided to patients 
with diabetes or asthma, and Emergency 
Department ‘super-utilizers’ who have 10 or 
more visits annually. Medicaid fee-for-service 
beneficiaries will be the dominant target popu-
lation. The program will expand to include 
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patients with hypertension, congestive heart 
failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
HIV, and depression. The design is based on the 
Nuka model in Alaska,” according to CMS.

• Four Seasons Compassion for Life — $9.6 
million. This North Carolina-based project, 
titled Increasing patient and system value with 
community-based palliative care, “will test 
a new model for community-based palliative 
care (in conjunction with Duke University), 
which spans inpatient and outpatient settings,” 
according to CMS. “The model features inter-
disciplinary collaboration and the integration 
of palliative care into the health care system, 
continuity of care across transitions, and longi-
tudinal, individualized support for patients and 
families. This expands upon a successful pro-
gram in four Western North Carolina counties 
to include an additional ten counties.”

• National Association Of Children’s 
Hospitals And Related Institutions — $23.2 
million. Testing “Coordinating All Resources 
Effectively (CARE) for children with medical 
complexity (CMC), which aims to inform sus-
tainable change in health care delivery through 
new payment models supporting improved care 
and reduced costs for CMC... This model aims 
to improve care and reduce overall health care 
expenditures for CMC by 1) creating a medi-
cally appropriate tiered system of care so that 
CMC of varying needs are cared for in the most 
appropriate settings to meet patient and family 
needs while lowering costs, 2) designing a pay-
ment system that will both sustain these pro-
grams and provide sufficient flexibility so that 
services will meet patient and family needs and 
3) creating a learning system so that programs 
and payers across the country serving this 
population can rapidly learn from each other to 
improve care and design and implement effec-
tive payment models,” according to CMS.

• The Nebraska Medical Center — $10 
million. Testing the Remote Interventions 
Improving Specialty Complex Care (RIISCC) 
model, which uses “remote patient monitoring 
for 90 days post-discharge with telehealth con-
sultations for participants at one of two com-
munity health centers located within the target 
geographic areas,” according to CMS.

• New York City Health And Hospitals 
Corporation — $17.9 million. Expanding a cur-
rent pilot program, this ED care management 
model “utilizes a multi-disciplinary team that 

will comprehensively assess patients who pres-
ent in the emergency department for an ambu-
latory-care sensitive condition (ACSC), create 
a care plan that would avoid an unnecessary 
hospitalization, and provide ongoing support 
after discharge, including medication manage-
ment, education, and linkages with primary care 
providers. The program will operate in 6 hospi-
tals,” according to CMS. 

• Regents Of The University Of Michigan — 
$6.4 million. The project “will implement the 
Michigan Surgical and Health Optimization 
Program (MSHOP), which focuses on real-time 
risk stratification and peri-operative optimiza-
tion for patients undergoing abdominal sur-
gery,” according to CMS.

• Seattle Children’s Hospital — $5.5 million. 
Testing implementation of “Pediatric Partners 
in Care (PPIC), which aims to provide a tiered 
set of community-based care management ser-
vices to participating children, their families, 
and their primary care providers,” according to 
CMS.

• University Of New Mexico Health Science 
Center — $15.1 million. Expanding the “exist-
ing telehealth infrastructure (11 hospitals) to 
form a statewide 30 hospital telehealth system 
(THS). In conjunction with Net Medical Xpress 
Solutions, the model test will provide remote 
emergency neurological consultation using inex-
pensive audiovisual equipment and software,” 
according to CMS.

A full list of the Health Care Innovation 
Award round two project profiles is included 
in this PDF: http://innovation.cms.gov/Files/x/
HCIATwoPrjProCombined.pdf  n
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Will Affordable Care Act 
lead to safer lifts?
Cost pressures hurt safe patient handling efforts

Safe patient handling may become an imperative 
in the nation’s hospitals — not because of any 

proposed legislation or regulation, but because of 
rising financial pressures related to both patient 
safety and workers’ compensation.

Patient falls and pressure ulcers are among 
the “never events” that insurers consider to be 
preventable — and that can be mitigated by safe 
patient handling and mobility. The Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) stopped 
Medicare reimbursement for “provider prevent-
able conditions” in 2007, and the Affordable Care 
Act extended that policy to Medicaid. Many pri-
vate insurers have followed suit.

Greater access to lift equipment leads to lower 
rates of pressure ulcers and patient falls in long-
term care, recent research showed.1 Cost-savings 
from safe lift programs produce a return on invest-
ment of one to three years in long-term care.2 The 
benefits are similar in the acute care setting, safety 
experts say.

“You can’t afford not to [adopt safe patient 
handling],” says Melissa McDiarmid, MD, MPH, 
DABT, director of the Occupational Health 
Program at the University of Maryland School of 
Medicine in Baltimore.

McDiarmid developed a “safe lift index” that 
measures the key components of a safe patient 
handling program: Lift equipment, training, 
enforcement of safe lifting policies and support 
from directors of nursing. A higher safe lift index 
was associated with lower workers’ compensation 
costs. Increasing the availability of lifts by just one 
lift per 100 long-term care residents reduced costs 
by 11%.1

“This is a win-win — good for patients and 
residents, good for workers, good for the bottom 
line,” says McDiarmid.

Hospitals struggle for SPH resources

Despite the cost-savings, implementing safe 
patient handling has been a challenge in a time of 
budget constraints.

Each year, ECRI Institute in Plymouth Meeting, 
PA, assists hospitals with their safe patient han-
dling programs. Yet faced with other patient safety 

initiatives and cost pressures, hospitals may not 
devote the resources that are needed to achieve a 
sustained result, says Robert P. Maliff, director 
of Applied Solutions for ECRI. A budget for lift 
equipment competes with other priorities for capi-
tal expenses.

Hospital leadership needs to support safe 
patient handling as an integral part of an overall 
safety culture, with regular education and enforce-
ment of lift policies, he says. Otherwise, lift equip-
ment may be inadequate, the existing lifts may sit 
unused, and the hospital may need to re-start a 
safe patient handling program every few years, he 
says.

“It needs to be something that is incorporated 
into everyday practice,” Maliff says. “The real 
challenge is how to sustain a culture that encour-
ages and rewards safe patient handling.”

Risk managers are natural partners for 
employee health professionals who want to 
improve the patient handling program, says Maura 
Crossen-Luba, MPH, CPH, an ECRI risk manage-
ment analyst.

In a risk analysis, Crossen-Luba noted that 
manual handling can lead to pain or discomfort 
for patients, including skin tears and joint disloca-
tion, in addition to high rates of musculoskeletal 
injury among workers.

“Worker safety is very much related to patient 
safety,” she says.

No federal mandate in sight

Political momentum to require safe patient han-
dling has sputtered, with most activity occurring in 
state legislatures.

Ten states currently require hospitals to have 
a comprehensive safe patient handling program. 
New York added the Safe Patient Handling Act to 
the state budget language this year, requiring safe 
patient handling programs by Jan. 1, 2017. It was 
the first new state law since 2011. Legislation also 
was pending in Massachusetts and Vermont, but at 
presstime they had not moved forward.

“It’s going to be dependent on the states to keep 
moving forward and I think that will happen,” says 
Aaron Trippler, director of government affairs for 
the American Industrial Hygiene Association. “I 
think you will see additional states consider this 
issue and address it on their own.”

Meanwhile, the federal Nurse and Health Care 
Worker Protection Act of 2013 remains politically 
out of reach.

The American Nurses Association scheduled a 
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CNE QUESTIONS

1� How many tweets did the NHS get in a year about 
quality issues, according to Felix Greaves?

 a� 200,000
 b� 10,000
 c� 20,000
 d� 2,000

2� According to Sherri LaVela, PhD, MPH, MBA, the 
ideal way to measure patient experience is:

 a� Videography
 b� Shadowing
 c� Patient satisfaction survey
 d� There is currently no agreed way to measure it

3� Caffeine is at its peak of effectiveness how many 
minutes after drinking, according to Steve Harden, 
chairman and CEO of Life Wings?

 a� 25 minutes
 b� 15 minutes
 c� 30 minutes
 d� 10 minutes

4� The 10th (and latest) state to adopt a requirement for 
a comprehensive safe patient handling program is:
A� Massachusetts
B� Vermont
C� New Hampshire
D� New York

CNE OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this educational activity, par-
ticipants should be able to:

• Identify a particular clinical, legal, or educational 
issue related to quality improvement and perfor-
mance outcomes�

• Describe how clinical, legal, or educational issues 
related to quality improvement and performance 
outcomes affect nurses, health care workers, hospi-
tals, or the health care industry in general�

• Cite solutions to the problems associated with 
quality improvement and performance outcomes 
based on guidelines from relevant authorities and/
or independent recommendations from clinicians 
at individual institutions� 

n Always events

n How to work 
effectively with 
hospitalists

n What to do about ICD-
10 now

n TJC/CMS guidelines 
align

COMING IN FUTURE MONTHS

Congressional briefing in May — a kind of unof-
ficial hearing — and planned a lobbying day for 
nurses to meet with their representatives in June. 
The ANA issued inter-professional safe patient 
handling and movement standards last year, which 
were cited by the U.S. Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration in its “Worker Safety in 
Hospitals” web resources (www.osha.gov/dsg/hos-
pitals/patient_handling.html).

“It’s definitely a marathon, not a sprint,” says 
Joe Mayer, associate director for federal govern-
ment affairs at the ANA in Silver Spring, MD. “A 
lot of times you’re facing some uphill battles. It 
doesn’t mean you don’t keep fighting. It’s a long 
campaign and we’re in it for the long haul.”

Hospitals that fail to adopt to safe patient han-
dling will eventually pay the price in higher work-
ers’ compensation premiums, says Harry Shuford, 
PhD, practice leader and chief economist for the 
National Council on Compensation Insurance 
(NCCI) in Boca Raton, FL. Employers with a 
workers’ compensation claims experience that is 
worse than the industry average will see their pre-
miums rise, he says.

Even low-cost injuries, such as back strain, may 
be the precursor to more significant claims, he cau-
tions. “Minor injuries, if they continue on a repeti-
tive basis, can ultimately become a very expensive 
injury,” he says.

Shuford predicts that safe patient handling will 
eventually become the accepted practice.

“It’s like so many things where there is new 
technology or new ways of doing things,” he says. 
“There are the early adopters. Then it begins to 
pick up until eventually it becomes an industry 
practice.”
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Nurses participate in this CNE/ CME pro-
gram and earn credit for this activity by 

following these instructions�

1� Read and study the activity, using the pro-
vided references for further research�

2� Scan the QR code below or log on to 
www.cmecity.com to take a post-test; tests 
can be taken after each issue or collectively 
at the end of the semester� First-time users 
will have to register on the site using the 8-digit 
subscriber number printed on their mailing 
label, invoice or renewal notice. 

3� Pass the online tests with a score of 100%; 
you will be allowed to answer the questions 
as many times as needed to achieve a score 
of 100%� 

4� After successfully completing the last test 
of the semester, your browser will be auto-
matically directed to the activity evaluation 
form, which you will submit online� 

5� Once the completed evaluation is 
received, a credit letter will be e-mailed to 
you instantly�  n

Hospital Report blog
For further analysis and discussion of topics important 
to hospital professionals, check out Hospital Report, 
AHC Media’s new free blog at http://hospitalreport�
blogs�ahcmedia�com/� Hospital Peer Review’s executive 
editor Russ Underwood and associate managing editor 
Jill Drachenberg both contribute�  n


